Part 1) God Vows to Scour the Scum from Atop Illuminati World Pyramid
"Conscience is God's Word written on your heart," urging you to guide
"those who have ears to hear" to the light shaft of escape from that
prophesied "hour of great tribulation that will come upon all the world."
Also, conscience is God's urging you to trustingly listen for His "still small
voice" that shows you "the Way, the Truth, and the Life," as you guide
your spiritually hungry brothers and sisters of "every nation, kindred, and
tongue." Tell them to start meditating daily to sense God's presence, so
that they can follow, not you, but the true rescuer, our Creator, our Saviour,
who can supernaturally save them from the great storms, earthquakes, and
volcanic eruptions which those who "watch and pray" see growing to a
crescendo through the next several years.
This is no accident, that the Earth is increasingly convulsing. And it is
through these coming cataclysms that God intends to scour from the
Earth those bloody rulers whom He symbolically calls "scum" in The Book
of EZEKIEL, Chapter 24. To understand this assertion, I ask you to
examine for yourself evidence that God Himself -- not His prophets -- is
the Person who decrees global cataclysm, reserved for a future period
called "the end time," "the latter days," "the day of the Lord." The
following exhibit of evidence is one of many contained in the book titled
"The Holy Bible."
Twenty-six centuries ago, a Judean named Daniel wrote a compilation
of thoughts and visions which he claimed were imparted to his mind by
God. Some of these prophesies are so astoundingly accurate that honest
reasoning must credit these prophesies to God alone. In Daniel's Book of
The Bible, Chapter 7, he recounts such supernatural visions as the births
of the world's great empires, twenty-two through twenty-six centuries in
advance of his day. During one frightful, fitful night's sleep, around the
year 580 B.C., Daniel received and recorded the following visions.
The first beastly predatory empire was symbolically shown to Daniel
as a Lion [the symbol of the British Empire]. In the 17th century A.D.,
the fleet British fleet met and defeated the Spanish armada, thus
catapulting the British Empire to military supremacy over the nations of
Europe.
The next vision in Daniel's dream was that of Eagle's wings growing
out of the Lion's back. Daniel recounts that he watched as the Eagle's
wings were plucked and {here I insert the word} "thus" the Lion was
made to stand upright upon his hind legs "as a man," the way a man
stands. Every Bible prophesy analyst of whom I know mistakenly
believes that these Eagle's wings are plucked off, whereas, prayerful
discernment and knowledge of true history reveals that the wings are
plucked up by the Hand of God to elevate both America and its bonded
cousin, Great Britain, to dual rulership over the World. Knowledgeable
historians realize that the Anglo-American power combine has prevailed
continuously since the Revolutionary War. God prophesies based upon
true history, not upon the couched lies of our school textbooks. Clearly,
the Lion stands upright because the uplifting wings are hoisting up the
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Lion's upper body. It should be quite obvious that the Lion would not
stand upright as a result of the wings being separated from its back.
Daniel continues with his supernatural vision, stating that the heart
of a man was given to the Lion. Herein, God is revealing the deeper
truth, regarding sin, which so important to God, and that is that this
Anglo-American empire duplicitously and treacherously promotes itself
as the altruistic deliverer of Christianity to the weaker nations which it
colonizes, whereas the converse truth is that, throughout the rule of the
British, and later, the combined Anglo-American empire, its true intent
and purpose was to bleed from its prey their natural resources and
their slave labor. Furthermore, God must be most outraged by the
exploitation of His Son's great sacrifice for the promotion of satanism,
an outrage which we will further elucidate in our analysis of EZEKIEL,
Chapter 24. You see, the inception and flourishment of the United States
empire was founded upon Satan-worship by the diabolical Illuminati,
Freemasons, and later by Freemasonry's spin-off, the Skull and Bones
secret satanic society, headquartered in "the Tomb" at Yale University.
Yet, Satan's representative, President George Herbert Walker Bush, has
slyly stated that he has been "born again," a term co-opted from Saint
John's Gospel by Skull and Bones initiates who claim they are born again,
from a coffin sleeping ceremony, into the Devil's possession.
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